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Existential Risk and Moral Hazard


In the The Age of Turbulence, Alan Greenspan writes,
 “The

upheaval in world financial markets that began in the summer of
2007 was an accident waiting to happen” (507).



He then observes:
 “…much

of the dubious financial-market behavior that emerges during
the expansion phase is the result not of ignorance that risk is badly
underpriced, but of the concern that unless firms participate in a
current euphoria, they will irretrievably lose market share” (521).



General agreement that moral hazard played a central role.
 ie.

rewards of risky behaviour are privatized while the downside
risks are socialized.



In the presence of moral hazard, even existential risk can be
ignored because of a compelling competitive need to “get up
and dance”.

A Society Designed for Economic Growth







Our society is institutionally designed to take risk
(limited liability corporation, deposit insurance,
mortgage insurance, crop insurance, health insurance,
“too big to fail”, etc).
As a result society is filled with moral hazard.
A fully insured society should be a heavily regulated
society. But we have chosen social insurance with only
light regulation.
This is the outcome of a deep ideological divide –
 one

side focused on need for individual freedom as the
foundation of political freedom and economic innovation ;
 the other focuses on minimizing collateral damage and economic
and social stability. (Hayak vs. Keynes)

Can Governments Act in a Hyper-rational
Pre-emptive Fashion?





But a society cannot grant itself limited liability, except by
actually altering its behavior to be more prudent.
So can our governments act prudently and alter societal
behavior before a “crisis”?
In the university classroom, yes certainly. In fact, most
economic policy is based on this presumption.
But again Greenspan says of the sub-prime crisis,
 “…

governments and central banks could not have importantly altered
the boom either…
I have seen no evidence… that electorates in modern democratic
societies would tolerate such severity in macroeconomic policy to
combat a prospective problem that might not even
materialize” (523; italics added).

Structural Features of Political Competition


So what is there about the political marketplace that
accounts for this?



An electorate “rationally ignorant” of policies.
 But

rationally focused on the “character” of politicians.



So politicians engage in “character assassination” and
party “branding”.



“Branding” typically underscores a deep ideological
divide in society (the individual vs. the community).

Collapse in Trust

(Pew Research Centre)

Political Competition and Used Cars


This puts the “middle, non-aligned” voters in play and
leads to a “market for lemons” situation where the “bad”
political competitors drive out or a least “mute” the
“good”.
 No

independent regulator of political competition or political
speech.
 Everyone may be well intentioned but they cannot do “good” if
they do not win.




As a result we punt all unpleasant choices into the
future (because the future does not get a vote… just
yet).
That is, we allow risk to accumulate.
 Eventually

we not only hope for the best, but need it.
 Eg- baby boom implications for health care

Federalism: An Added Complication
leading to Decision Paralysis, Except…







North America is not composed of three homogeneous
nation states, but of federations with profoundly
different regional economies (and energy resource
bases).
The U.S. Senate and the Canadian provinces represent a
powerful regional antidote to democratic national
majorities.
This is particularly important with respect to energy
issues (eg. climate change).
Our federal governments can only act in response to a
“clear and present danger”.

Creating A Crisis


Political leaders are aware of the unifying value of a
crisis.



Hence, they are tempted to “create” crises with inflated
rhetoric:
 Weapons

of mass destruction and the invasion of Iraq;
 Sub-prime mortgage crisis, The Second Great Depression, and
the need for TARP.


Other groups are aware of the same phenomenon.
 Result:



airways are filled with inflated rhetoric.

Undermines trust and eventually leads to leads to
disinterest.

Conclusions: Are Catastrophic Events
Inevitable?


Risk is accumulating for the West:
 Growth

of income and wealth inequality and the correspondent
growth of government and household debt;
 Emergence of another Pacific superpower (China); and,
 Little trust in government.





My presumption is that institutions transform
themselves only when they fail (ie. succumb to
catastrophe).
I am Not predicting catastrophe (complexity is
complexity).
But if catastrophe is waiting for us, we cannot avert from
it.

Can it Be Fixed?


If we could transform our institutions, then:
 Diminish

the role of branding in politics;
 Diminish the role of money and advertising in politics;
 Increase the role of fact and reason in politics;
 Reduce income inequality and thence the degree of leverage in
society;
 Hold corporations, politicians and private individuals more
accountable for the long term consequences of their decisions.


What are the odds?

